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Chapter 1

Introduction

Simulation of flow through and around porous media is of great importance for a variety of engi-
neering application such as soil mechanics, marine engineering etc.. However, it is neither feasible to
completely resolve flow in porous media nor necessary to model the flow in detail. In a macroscope
way Navier Stokes equation is volume averaged, and some additional terms are shown in Eq. 1.1
(see Ref. [1] for detail):
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where µ is the dynamic viscosity, Cm is the added mass coefficient, ρ is the density, n is the porosity
of the porous media, 〈ūi〉 is the volume averaged ensemble averaged velocity component, 〈p̄i〉f is the
intrinsic volume averaged ensemble averaged excess pressure, gi is the acceleration component due
to gravity, vi is the mesh velocity component, and Si is the resistance force due to the presence of
porous media.

The source term Si can be computed based on different equations. The equation we adopt in
this report is Darcy-Forchheimer equation:
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The porous coefficients Dij and Cij should be measured and calibrated by experiments. More
information about porous media model in OpenFOAM can be found in the previous year projects,
e.g. [2, 3].

In this project, dynamic mesh motion will be introduced to simulate the flow through and around
a moving porous media. A prescribed translation and rotation will be imposed in the porous media
and the mesh in the rest of the region will deform based on the motion of the porous media. In
order to achieve that, a dynamic motion class called subsetMotionSolver is first introduced. We will
go through the code in Chapter 2, and then make some minor modification in Chapter 3. Finally,
based on our modified class, we will set up a case, and run it in Chapter 4. Attention: This class
only exists in FOAM-extend versions, thus here we adopt the latest FOAM-extend 3.1
Zagreb that was released in 2014 OpenFOAM workshop!

It should be underlined that in Eqn(1.2) we neglect the inertia effect of the motion of porous
media, i.e. the velocity 〈uj〉 is the absolute velocity rather than the relatively velocity. Another
limitation is that the local axis of the porous media is assumed to be fixed and not updated at every
time step, thus it is only suitable for small amplitude of rotation.

The files and directory are represented in Italic font, the classes are represented in Sans serif font,
and the member functions are in bold fonts.



Chapter 2

Description of dynamic mesh and
subset motion solver

There have been a couple of course projects in the previous years that describe and utilize dynamic
mesh class, e.g. [4, 5, 6, 7]. When it comes to subsetMotionSolver, there is not so much information
about it, except one very good project [8]. In this chapter we will go through the dynamic mesh
class in FOAM-extend, especially fvMotionSolver and subsetMotionSolver in detail.

2.1 FVM on a moving mesh

Mathematically when embed dynamic mesh in Navier-Stokes equation, we should consider Arbi-
trary Lagrangian Eulerian Framework in the context of finite volume method [9]. For general
transport equation with moving mesh, and finite volume discretization it states:
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where ρ is the density, n is the outward pointing unit normal vector on the boundary surface, u is
the fluid velocity, us is the velocity of the boundary surface, γφ is the diffusion coefficient, and sφ is
the volume source of φ.

The relation between the rate of change of volume and the velocity us of the boundary surface
S is defined by the space conservation law:
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When we solve the mesh motion equation, the mesh velocity us is a known variable, from which
the cell volume in different time step are calculated based on Eq. 2.2. Then the discretized form of
Eq. 2.1 can be solved using some space and time schemes to get a linear system equations. A very
good illustration of the principles of moving mesh techniques in OpenFOAM can be found in Refs.
[10, 11].

2.2 Dynamic mesh class in OpenFOAM

In this section we will go through the dynamic mesh classes, and figure out the difference between
different methods. Source the bash file to enter the FOAM-extend 3.1 environment (in my computer
the alias is f31), and go to the directory which contains all the dynamic mesh motion classes:

f31

cd $FOAM_SRC/dynamicMesh

tree -d -L 2
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A file structure should display like this:

.

|----- dynamicFvMesh

| |------ dynamicBodyFvMesh

| |------ dynamicBoxFvMesh

| |------ dynamicFvMesh

| |------ dynamicInkJetFvMesh

| |------ dynamicMotionSolverFvMesh

| |------ dynamicRefineFvMesh

| |------ dynamicTopoFvMesh

| |------ fvMeshAdder

| |------ fvMeshDistribute

| |------ include

| |------ lnInclude

| |------ Make

| |------ mixerGgiFvMesh

| |------ movingBoxFvMesh

| |------ solidBodyMotionFvMesh

| |------ staticFvMesh

| |------ subsetMotionSolverFvMesh

| |------ turboFvMesh

|----- dynamicMesh

| |------ directTopoChange

| |------ lnInclude

| |------ Make

| |------ motionSmoother

| |------ motionSolver

| |------ polyMeshModifiers

| |------ polyTopoChange

| |------ refinementData

|------ meshMotion

| |------ fvMotionSolver

| |------ mesquiteMotionSolver

| |------ RBFMotionSolver

| |------ solidBodyMotion

| |------ tetMotionSolver

|------- topoChangerFvMesh

|------ attachDetachFvMesh

|------ linearValveFvMesh

|------ linearValveLayersFvMesh

|------ lnInclude

|------ Make

|------ mixerFvMesh

|------ movingBodyTopoFvMesh

|------ multiMixerFvMesh

|------ multiTopoBodyFvMesh

|------ topoChangerFvMesh

Basically there are two kinds of mesh manipulation approach in OpenFOAM, one is automatic
mesh motion, and the other is topology mesh changes. Automatic mesh motion solver is used when
the topology of the mesh does not change, but only the spacing between mesh points changes. This
is corresponding to the directory dynamicFvMesh, topology mesh changes means that the topology
of the mesh motion will change during the simulation, which is included in the directory topoChang-
erFvMesh. In this project we do not have any topology changes. The directory meshMotion contains
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different Mesh motion classes, and dynamicMesh contains some fundamental tools and base class.

2.2.1 dynamicFvMesh

This directory contains different methods for automatic mesh motion. For some methods, we need
to use the motion solver specified in directory meshMotion, which we will dig into later on. First
let us have a look at directory dynamicFvMesh, which contains the base class dynamicFvMesh for
dynamic mesh and it is inherited from FvMesh. If we display the file by some editors (whatever you
like):

vim $FOAM_SRC/dynamicMesh/dynamicFvMesh/dynamicFvMesh/dynamicFvMesh.H

we can see first about the header files:

#ifndef dynamicFvMesh_H

#define dynamicFvMesh_H

#include "fvMesh.H"

#include "autoPtr.H"

#include "runTimeSelectionTables.H"

Since dynamicFvMesh is inherited from FvMesh, it is not strange to add the header file fvMesh.H
here. The rest are about OpenFOAM run time selection mechanism. We need to choose different
methods in run time. Thus here the run time selection table is declared:

#ifndef SWIG

declareRunTimeSelectionTable

(

autoPtr,

dynamicFvMesh,

IOobject,

(const IOobject& io),

(io)

);

#endif

For different mesh motion approaches, we need to add it into this table, so that we can choose it in
the run time, see more in Ref. [12]. The only member function here is:

virtual bool update() = 0;

It is a pure virtual function which is not defined here, that is why we call this class an abstract class.
In each subclass inherited from this class, it must be defined explicitly. This is the most important
function for dynamic mesh class, since it defines how each point of the mesh moves with or without
topology changes.

2.2.2 subsetMotionSolverFvMesh

Let us move to the subclass we will use:

vim $FOAM_SRC/dynamicMesh/dynamicFvMesh/subsetMotionSolverFvMesh/subsetMotionSolverFvMesh.H

The header files are shown in the first lines:

#include "dynamicFvMesh.H"

#include "fvMeshSubset.H"

5
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fvMeshSubset.H is a declaration file for class fvMeshSubset. It creates a subset mesh that is part of
the whole mesh. Since we will use the subset mesh in this solver, we include the header file here.

The following are some private data that will be used in this class. Here it is worth mentioning
that motionPtr is an automatic pointer that points to an address, which stores an object of
MotionSolver. autoPtr is a smart pointer which is basically ”nothing more” than a wrapper around
C++ pointers, and handles e.g. garbage collection in an automatic fashion. Resources are released
automatically, when they are out of scope.

//- Moving mesh dictionary

dictionary movingMeshCoeffs_;

//- Subset mesh

fvMeshSubset subsetMesh_;

//- Pointer to mesh motion

autoPtr<motionSolver> motionPtr_;

//- Motion under-relaxation coefficient

scalar alpha_;

Finally there exists constructors, destructor and member functions. We can see that the function
update is also defined here, as we expect.

//- Runtime type information

TypeName("subsetMotionSolverFvMesh");

// Constructors

//- Construct from IOobject

subsetMotionSolverFvMesh(const IOobject& io);

// Destructor

virtual ~subsetMotionSolverFvMesh();

// Member Functions

//- Return reference to subset mesh

const fvMeshSubset& subsetMesh() const;

//- Update the mesh for both mesh motion and topology change

virtual bool update();

So let us now move to the implementation file:

vim $FOAM_SRC/dynamicMesh/dynamicFvMesh/subsetMotionSolverFvMesh/subsetMotionSolverFvMesh.C

First lines are to define the type name, and also the number for debug. Then this type of mesh
motion is added to run time selection table, so we can select it at run time:

defineTypeNameAndDebug(subsetMotionSolverFvMesh, 0);

addToRunTimeSelectionTable

(

dynamicFvMesh,

subsetMotionSolverFvMesh,

IOobject

);

6
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Regarding the constructors of this class, all the data declared in the header file should be defined
explicitly:

movingMeshCoeffs_

(

IOdictionary

(

IOobject

(

"dynamicMeshDict",

io.time().constant(),

*this,

IOobject::MUST_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

)

).subDict(typeName + "Coeffs")

),

Here we define a dictionary movingMeshCoeffs , which is a sub dictionary of dynamicMesh-
Dict. In the file dynamicMeshDict, it is called subsetMotionSolverFvMeshCoeffs, based on the type
name we defined previously. An IOdictionary is usually read and written through an IOobject, as
shown here. When we construct the IOdictionary, we specify the name of the file, the location, the
object registry, read and write options. More about input and output operations using dictionaries
can be seen in Ref. [13].

subsetMesh_

(

IOobject

(

"motion",

io.time().constant(),

*this,

IOobject::NO_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

),

*this

),

motionPtr_(NULL),

alpha_(readScalar(movingMeshCoeffs_.lookup("alpha")))

Here we define an object of class fvMeshSubset called subsetMesh , which is also constructed from
IOobject. So when we set up the case, the corresponding files should exist in the location it is
specified here. Then we initializes the pointer as a null pointer, so it points to nothing. Finally
we look up the alpha value in the sub-dictionary, and then store it in alpha . Then we finish the
initialization of the constructors.

// Create subset

word setName = movingMeshCoeffs_.lookup("set");

cellSet currentSet

(

IOobject

(

setName,

io.time().constant(),

7
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polyMesh::meshSubDir/"sets",

*this,

IOobject::MUST_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

)

);

subsetMesh_.setLargeCellSubset(currentSet, -1);

// Create motion solver on the subset

motionPtr_ = motionSolver::New(subsetMesh_.subMesh());

The code above is used for construction of the class. It means to look up the name of the cell set
in the sub-dictionary movingMeshCoeffs , and store it in setName. Based on this we establish
an object currentSet of class cellSet from IOobject. In order to understand what happens with the
line subsetMesh .setLargeCellSubset(currentSet, -1), we should find the definition of class
fvMeshSubset:

find $FOAM_SRC -name \*fvMeshSubset*

and then have a look at it:

vim $FOAM_SRC/finiteVolume/fvMesh/fvMeshSubset/fvMeshSubset.H

Inside the file we can see two member functions:

void setCellSubset

(

const labelHashSet& globalCellMap,

const label patchID = -1

);

void setLargeCellSubset

(

const labelList& region,

const label currentRegion,

const label patchID = -1,

const bool syncCouples = true

);

void setLargeCellSubset

(

const labelHashSet& globalCellMap,

const label patchID = -1,

const bool syncPar = true

);

As illustrated in the header file:

Description

Post-processing mesh subset tool. Given the original mesh and the

list of selected cells, it creates the mesh consisting only of the

desired cells, with the mapping list for points, faces, and cells.

Puts all exposed internal faces into either

- a user supplied patch

- a newly created patch "oldInternalFaces"

8
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- setCellSubset is for small subsets. Uses Maps to minimize memory.

- setLargeCellSubset is for largish subsets (>10% of mesh).

Uses labelLists instead.

- setLargeCellSubset does coupled patch subsetting as well. If it detects

a face on a coupled patch 'losing' its neighbour it will move the

face into the oldInternalFaces patch.

- if a user supplied patch is used the mapping becomes a problem.

Do the new faces get the value of the internal face they came from?

What if e.g. the user supplied patch is a fixedValue 0? So for now

they get the face of existing patch face 0.

It is quite clear that this member function use the original mesh, and the cell set supplied to create
the subset mesh. The second argument in the member function is set to -1 in out case to collect the
exposed internal faces into a newly created patch called oldInternalFaces. Later on, when we set
up our case we need to impose boundary conditions on this patch.

Go back to the code displayed just now, we have one more line:

motionPtr_ = motionSolver::New(subsetMesh_.subMesh());

It means to create the motion solver on the subset mesh area. The member function subMesh()
is an access function via which we can get access to the sub set mesh we create. In C++, in the
perspective of encapsulation, the data are normally private. If we want to get access to them we
need to use the access function in the class.

Finally let us go to the update function:

bool Foam::subsetMotionSolverFvMesh::update()

{

// Get the points from the moving part

pointField subsetPoints = motionPtr_->newPoints();

//- Get copy of mesh points

pointField p = allPoints();

//- Map the moving part

const labelList& subsetPointAddr = subsetMesh_.pointMap();

forAll (subsetPoints, subsetI)

{

p[subsetPointAddr[subsetI]] = subsetPoints[subsetI];

}

subsetMesh_.subMesh().movePoints(subsetPoints);

// Under-relax mesh motion

p = alpha_*p + (1 - alpha_)*allPoints();

fvMesh::movePoints(p);

// Mesh motion only - return false

return false;

}

9
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From the motion solver we extract the position of the points, which determine the deformed mesh,
then map the moving part, and based on the alpha value, we under-relaxed the mesh motion and
get the final position of new points.

Until now it is quite clear that this class creates a subset mesh from the original mesh area based
on the cell set we provide, and then imposes a motion solver on the subset mesh area, solves the
motion equation, gets the position of the deformed mesh, under-relaxes it, and finally moves the
points.

A typical usage for subset motion solver is that when there exists a large domain where outside
boundaries are fixed, and inside the domain there are oscillating boundaries, e.g. oscillating airfoil
case, using subsetMotionSolver can save computational time, since the motion solver only solves the
motion equation on the subset mesh rather than on the whole mesh region. But when it comes to
our case, we want to simulate the flow through and around moving porous media, and we need two
subset mesh for both porous media region, and outer region. On each subset mesh area we impose
the motion equation. We will do it in Chapter 3.

2.3 Mesh motion class in OpenFOAM

Since subsetMotionSolver will utilize mesh motion solver, in this section we introduce the available
options for it:

cd $FOAM_SRC/dynamicMesh/meshMotion/

tree -L 1 -d

And it appears like this:

.

|----- fvMotionSolver

|----- mesquiteMotionSolver

|----- RBFMotionSolver

|----- solidBodyMotion

|----- tetMotionSolver

The directory fvMotionSolver typically contains different approaches of finite volume method. Nat-
urally, for finite volume discretization, this is the simplest method. However finite volume is a cell
center method, thus interpolation is always needed to get the position on the vertex, which de-
termines the mesh motion. But tetMotionSolver is a vertex-based mesh motion solver which uses
a tetrahedral decomposition of polyhedral cells. Cell decomposition and discretization guarantees
that an initially valid mesh remains geometrically valid for arbitrary boundary motion, see Ref.
[10]. For large motion amplitude this is a good option. RBFMotionSolver is the radial based func-
tion implemented by Frank, B. [14, 15]. In solidBodyMotion different solid body motion functions
are implemented, and the last one is mesquiteMotionSolver, which the author does not know much
about.

In this project we just use motion solver based on finite volume method in fvMotionSolver. So
we go through it by:

cd $FOAM_SRC/dynamicMesh/meshMotion/fvMotionSolver/fvMotionSolvers

There are displacement based, and velocity based motion solvers. Displacement based motion
solvers solve the equations of displacement, while velocity based motion solvers solve equations of
velocity. In the following part, we will introduce each of them.

2.3.1 Displacement based motion solvers in fvMotionSolver

If we type:

cd $FOAM_SRC/dynamicMesh/meshMotion/fvMotionSolver/fvMotionSolvers/displacement

tree -d -L 1

10
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we get:

.

|------componentLaplacian

|------displacementFvMotionSolver

|------interpolation

|------laplacian

|------SBRStress

SBRStress means solid body rotation stress equation, see Ref. [16], modified from linear elasticity
equation. laplacian solves Laplace equation for displacement. interpolation uses some simple scaling
functions to interpolate the point positions. componentLaplacian solves Laplace equation for com-
ponent of the displacement. displacementFvMotionSolver is the base class for displacement based
motion solvers.

2.3.2 Velocity based motion solvers in fvMotionSolver

We go to the directory that contains velocity based motion solvers:

cd $FOAM_SRC/dynamicMesh/meshMotion/fvMotionSolver/fvMotionSolvers/velocity

tree -d -L 1

the directory structure is:

.

|------componentLaplacian

|------laplacian

The only option for velocity based mesh motion is to solve the Laplace equation, for one component
of velocity, or all of the component.

11



Chapter 3

Modification of subset mesh
motion class

This chapter gives an introduction on how to modify the existing subsetMotionSolver, so that multiple
subsets of mesh could be included. There is no limitations on the subsets of the mesh. They can
be connected, or isolated as two islands and so on. In this chapter we will create two subsets, one
representing the moving porous media, and the other representing the rest of the flow domain. The
rigid body motion is imposed to the porous media, and leads to the deformation of the outside
domain.

Firstly copy the original files into user directory, change file names and delete the dependency
files:

cd $WM_PROJECT_DIR

cp -r --parent src/dynamicMesh/dynamicFvMesh/subsetMotionSolverFvMesh $WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR

mv subsetMotionSolverFvMesh hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh

cd $WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR/src/dynamicMesh/dynamicFvMesh/hiMultisubsetMotionSolverFvMesh

mv subsetMotionSolverFvMesh.C hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh.C

mv subsetMotionSolverFvMesh.H hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh.H

rm subsetMotionSolverFvMesh.dep

Then we copy the Makefile directory from dynamicFvMesh, and modify it:

cp -r /home/hchen/foam/foam-extend-3.1/src/dynamicMesh/dynamicFvMesh/Make/ .

wclean libso

cd Make

In files we delete the irrelevant content and leave the line for compilation of our multiSubsetMotion-
Solver:

multiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh.C

LIB = $(FOAM_USER_LIBBIN)/libmultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh

In options we need to add one line for the location of original dynamicFvMesh class header files and
library names.

EXE_INC = \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/dynamicMesh/dynamicFvMesh/lnInclude \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/triSurface/lnInclude \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/meshTools/lnInclude \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/dynamicMesh/dynamicMesh/lnInclude \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/finiteVolume/lnInclude \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/decompositionMethods/decompositionMethods/lnInclude \
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-I$(LIB_SRC)/dynamicMesh/meshMotion/solidBodyMotion/lnInclude \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/dynamicMesh/meshMotion/tetMotionSolver/lnInclude \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/tetFiniteElement/lnInclude \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/dynamicMesh/meshMotion/fvMotionSolver/lnInclude \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/dynamicMesh/meshMotion/RBFMotionSolver/lnInclude \

-I$(LIB_SRC)/dynamicMesh/meshMotion/mesquiteMotionSolver/lnInclude

LIB_LIBS = \

-ldynamicFvMesh \

-ltriSurface \

-lmeshTools \

-ldynamicMesh \

-lfiniteVolume \

-ldecompositionMethods \

-lsolidBodyMotion \

-ltetFiniteElement \

-ltetMotionSolver \

-lfvMotionSolver \

-lRBFMotionSolver

Now we can try to compile it without any error:

wmake libso

Next step is to modify the declaration and implementation files. In multiSubsetMotionSolver-
FvMesh.H and multiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh.C we replace all the occurrences of subsetMo-
tionSolver with multiSubsetMotionSolver

sed -i s/subsetMotionSolver/hiMultiSubsetMotionSolver/g hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh.H

sed -i s/subsetMotionSolver/hiMultiSubsetMotionSolver/g hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh.C

Now we start to add the declaration and access function for the second subset mesh called sub-
set2Mesh. The file looks like this:

//- Subset mesh

fvMeshSubset subset1Mesh_;

fvMeshSubset subset2Mesh_;

:

:

// Member Functions

//- Return reference to subset mesh

const fvMeshSubset& subset1Mesh() const;

const fvMeshSubset& subset2Mesh() const;

Now we modify the implementation of subset1Mesh and add the implementation of the sub-
set2Mesh. First in the constructors we initialize both of them:

subset1Mesh_

(

IOobject

(

"motion",

io.time().constant(),

*this,

IOobject::NO_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

13
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),

*this

),

subset2Mesh_

(

IOobject

(

"motion",

io.time().constant(),

*this,

IOobject::NO_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

),

*this

),

Then create two subsets of mesh from two cell sets, which should be defined in the case for simulation:

// Create subset

word set1Name = movingMeshCoeffs_.lookup("set1");

word set2Name = movingMeshCoeffs_.lookup("set2");

cellSet currentSet1

(

IOobject

(

set1Name,

io.time().constant(),

polyMesh::meshSubDir/"sets",

*this,

IOobject::MUST_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

)

);

cellSet currentSet2

(

IOobject

(

set2Name,

io.time().constant(),

polyMesh::meshSubDir/"sets",

*this,

IOobject::MUST_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

)

);

subset1Mesh_.setLargeCellSubset(currentSet1, -1);

subset2Mesh_.setLargeCellSubset(currentSet2, -1);

We could use currentSet1 for the cell set of outside area and currentSet2 as porous area. Thus
the motion solver should established on currentSet1 as below:

// Create motion solver on the subset

motionPtr_ = motionSolver::New(subset1Mesh_.subMesh());

The access function for both subsets are:

14
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const Foam::fvMeshSubset& Foam::hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh::subset1Mesh() const

{

return subset1Mesh_;

}

const Foam::fvMeshSubset& Foam::hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh::subset2Mesh() const

{

return subset2Mesh_;

}

Then we start to update the moving points, first consider subset2Mesh, where porous area is
located. We want to impose a rigid body translation and rotation on this area. So basically we get
a copy of point field of the whole mesh field and field of subset2Mesh:

pointField p = allPoints(); //- Get copy of mesh points

pointField subset2Points = subset2Mesh_.subMesh().points();

pointField stationaryPoints = subset2Points;

We copy a rigid body motion function from a tutorial for RBF function.

cp /home/hchen/foam/foam-extend-3.1/tutorials/incompressible/icoDyMFoam\

/movingBlockRBF/RBFMotionFunction/kinematicModel.H .

mv kinematicModel.H kinematicModelSubset2.H

Some modification is necessary in order to make it work in our case. The modified file is attached in
the appendix. Then we replace the points with the new points obtained from the motion function,
map this moving part and then move it:

subset2Points.replace

(

vector::X,

stationaryPoints.component(vector::X) + motion.component(vector::X)

);

subset2Points.replace

(

vector::Y,

stationaryPoints.component(vector::Y) + motion.component(vector::Y)

);

//- Map the moving part

const labelList& subset2PointAddr = subset2Mesh_.pointMap();

forAll (subset2Points, subsetI)

{

p[subset2PointAddr[subsetI]] = subset2Points[subsetI];

}

subset2Mesh_.subMesh().movePoints(subset2Points);

Then we can continue with the mesh movement for subset1Mesh, which is based on a motion
solver. The first thing to do is update the boundary condition at every time step internally here
in the code. As mentioned before, when we use subset mesh, it will automatically generate a new
boundary patch between two subsets of mesh, which is called oldInternalFaces. It is done by
detecting the owner and the neighbor of each face. This boundary is the one where we should
impose boundary condition. So here first we need to find the ID of this patch, once it is smaller
than 0, an error will occur:
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label patchIndex = subset1Mesh_.subMesh().boundaryMesh().findPatchID("oldInternalFaces");

if (patchIndex < 0)

{

FatalErrorIn("bool multiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh::update") //- show error when there is negetive patch ID

<< " Patch " << "oldInternalFaces" << "not found. "

<< abort(FatalError);

}

else

{

Info << "The patchID of the internal boundaries are " << patchIndex << endl; //- show the internal boundary patch ID on the list

}

Then we update the boundary condition on this patch and move the boundary. It should be men-
tioned that normally boundary condition is defined in 0 folder either as fixed value or as zero gradient
and so on. However, here we need to update boundary condition internally, and in 0 folder we just
define it as fixed value 0. We use const case and refCast to update the boundary condition inter-
nally as bellow. The value of boundary displacement is stored in variable subset1BoundaryDis
and we just need to update this variable so that the boundary condition will be automatically
updated internally.

pointVectorField& pointDisplacement = const_cast<pointVectorField&> //- Define the point field of the domain

(

subset1Mesh_.subMesh().objectRegistry::lookupObject<pointVectorField>

(

"pointDisplacement"

)

);

pointField &subset1BoundaryDis =

refCast<vectorField>(pointDisplacement.boundaryField()[patchIndex]);

Then we find the coordinate of the boundary patch, and store it in subset1BoundaryLoc

pointField subset1BoundaryLoc =

subset1Mesh_.subMesh().boundaryMesh()[patchIndex].localPoints();

Now we just update the variable subset1BoundaryDis so each time step the boundary of subset1
is the same as the motion of subset2.

//- set the boundary conditions of the subset1 mesh

pointField stationaryBoundary = subset1BoundaryDis ;

pointField boundaryMotion (subset1BoundaryLoc.size(), vector::zero);

pointField boundaryRotationField

(

(RzCur - RzOld)

& (subset1BoundaryLoc - initialRotationOrigin_)

);

boundaryMotion = translationVector + boundaryRotationField;

subset1BoundaryDis.replace

(

16
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vector::X,

stationaryBoundary.component(vector::X) + boundaryMotion.component(vector::X)

);

subset1BoundaryDis.replace

(

vector::Y,

stationaryBoundary.component(vector::Y) + boundaryMotion.component(vector::Y)

);

Finally we map the moving part, move the points in the same way with what we have done for
subset1Mesh:

pointField subset1Points = motionPtr_->newPoints();

const labelList& subset1PointAddr = subset1Mesh_.pointMap();

forAll (subset1Points, subsetI)

{

p[subset1PointAddr[subsetI]] = subset1Points[subsetI];

}

subset1Mesh_.subMesh().movePoints(subset1Points);

// move the entire field

// Under-relax mesh motion

p = alpha_*p + (1 - alpha_)*allPoints();

fvMesh::movePoints(p);

// Mesh motion only - return false

return false;

Then we finish the modification and compile it without any error:

wmake libso

The modified files are also attached in the appendix.
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Simulation of flow through and
around a moving porous media

In this chapter we will set up the case based on the modification of hiMultiSubsetMotionSolver in
Chapter 3 to simulate flow through and around a moving porous media. The case geometry is just
a simple block inside which we create a cell zone as a porous zone. This zone should be subject to
a rigid body motion, say finite amplitude of translation and rotation. Considering the moving mesh
method we use, a relatively small amplitude of translation and rotation is expected.

We will use pimpleFOAM for solving velocity pressure coupling together with a porous media
model provided from waves2FOAM [17]. But any other solvers with a porous media model should
also work with this class. In the dynamicMeshDict under constant directory, we specify the dynamic
mesh library we will use:

/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\

| ========= | |

| \\ / F ield | foam-extend: Open Source CFD |

| \\ / O peration | Version: 3.1 |

| \\ / A nd | Web: http://www.extend-project.de |

| \\/ M anipulation | |

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

FoamFile

{

version 2.0;

format ascii;

class dictionary;

object dynamicMeshDict;

}

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

twoDMotion yes;

dynamicFvMeshLibs ("libhiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh.so");

dynamicFvMesh hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh;

//dynamicFvMesh staticFvMesh;

motionSolverLibs ("libfvMotionSolver.so");

hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMeshCoeffs

{
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alpha 1;

set1 out;

set2 in;

}

// ************************************************************************* //

Under motionSubset in the constant directory, there is one more dynamicMeshDict file where we
should specify the dynamic class and motion solver we want to use for the outer region.

/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\

| ========= | |

| \\ / F ield | foam-extend: Open Source CFD |

| \\ / O peration | Version: 3.1 |

| \\ / A nd | Web: http://www.extend-project.de |

| \\/ M anipulation | |

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

FoamFile

{

version 2.0;

format ascii;

class dictionary;

object dynamicMeshDict;

}

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

dynamicFvMesh dynamicMotionSolverFvMesh;

solver displacementSBRStress;

// diffusivity file;

diffusivity quadratic inverseDistance (oldInternalFaces);

frozenDiffusion off;

distancePatches

(

oldInternalFaces

);

In 0 directory there is also motionSubset subdirectory, since we use displacement laplacian equa-
tion, pointDisplacement should exist where we can specify the boundary condition for laplacian
equation. for the patch oldInternalFaces we should impose the fixed value boundary condition
with value 0. That is due to the fact that the boundary condition will be updated internally by the
dynamic mesh class.

/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\

| ========= | |

| \\ / F ield | foam-extend: Open Source CFD |

| \\ / O peration | Version: 3.1 |

| \\ / A nd | Web: http://www.extend-project.de |

| \\/ M anipulation | |

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

FoamFile

{
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version 2.0;

format ascii;

class pointVectorField;

object pointDisplacement;

}

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

dimensions [0 1 0 0 0 0 0];

internalField uniform (0 0 0);

boundaryField

{

top

{

type fixedValue;

value uniform (0 0 0);

}

bottom

{

type fixedValue;

value uniform (0 0 0);

}

left

{

type fixedValue;

value uniform (0 0 0);

}

right

{

type fixedValue;

value uniform (0 0 0);

}

frontAndBack

{

type empty;;

}

oldInternalFaces

{

type fixedValue;

value uniform (0 0 0);

}

}

// ************************************************************************* //

Before we run the cases we specify the motion amplitude in the file kinematicModelSubset2.H with
the parameters as below:

20
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Figure 4.1: The initial state of the simulation

Figure 4.2: The velocity profile when t = 29.7 s

scalar rotationAmplitude_(0.1);

scalar rotationFrequency_(0.5);

vector translationFrequency_(0.2,0.0,0.2);

vector translationAmplitude_(0.1,0.0,0.1);

vector initialRotationOrigin_(0.0,0.0,0.0);

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show how the grid is moving, and the velocity profile for the moving porous
media.
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Conclusion

This report demonstrates that simulation of flow through and around a moving porous media can
be done by modifying subsetmotionSolver provided in Foam-extend 3.1. To begin with, a brief
introduction was given on the overview of different categories of dynamic mesh, and a thorough
description was given on subsetMeshMotion class. Then in order to reach the purpose of this project,
i.e. to simulate the flow through and around a moving porous media, we modified this class to fit
the purpose. In the end, we set up a case to demonstrate the usage of the modified class. However,
this modification is quite limited, just for the purpose of the author’s own research. Nevertheless, it
is expected to give a hint on the utilization of this dynamic mesh motion solver.
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Appendix

hiMultiSubsetMotionSolver.H

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*\

========= |

\\ / F ield | foam-extend: Open Source CFD

\\ / O peration |

\\ / A nd | For copyright notice see file Copyright

\\/ M anipulation |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License

This file is part of foam-extend.

foam-extend is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

foam-extend is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with foam-extend. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Class

hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh

Description

SourceFiles

hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh.C

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

#ifndef hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh_H

#define hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh_H

#include "dynamicFvMesh.H"
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#include "fvMeshSubset.H"

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

namespace Foam

{

class motionSolver;

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*\

Class hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh Declaration

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

class hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh

:

public dynamicFvMesh

{

// Private data

//- Moving mesh dictionary

dictionary movingMeshCoeffs_;

//- Subset mesh

fvMeshSubset subset1Mesh_;

fvMeshSubset subset2Mesh_;

//- Pointer to mesh motion

autoPtr<motionSolver> motionPtr_;

//- Motion under-relaxation coefficient

scalar alpha_;

// Private Member Functions

//- Disallow default bitwise copy construct

hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh(const hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh&);

//- Disallow default bitwise assignment

void operator=(const hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh&);

public:

//- Runtime type information

TypeName("hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh");

// Constructors

//- Construct from IOobject

hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh(const IOobject& io);
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// Destructor

virtual ~hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh();

// Member Functions

//- Return reference to subset mesh

const fvMeshSubset& subset1Mesh() const;

const fvMeshSubset& subset2Mesh() const;

//- Update the mesh for both mesh motion and topology change

virtual bool update();

};

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

} // End namespace Foam

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

#endif

// ************************************************************************* //
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hiMultiSubsetMotionSolver.C

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*\

========= |

\\ / F ield | foam-extend: Open Source CFD

\\ / O peration |

\\ / A nd | For copyright notice see file Copyright

\\/ M anipulation |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License

This file is part of foam-extend.

foam-extend is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

foam-extend is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with foam-extend. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

#include "hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh.H"

#include "addToRunTimeSelectionTable.H"

#include "cellSet.H"

#include "motionSolver.H"

#include "volFields.H"

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Static Data Members * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

namespace Foam

{

defineTypeNameAndDebug(hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh, 0);

addToRunTimeSelectionTable

(

dynamicFvMesh,

hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh,

IOobject

);

}

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Constructors * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

Foam::hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh::hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh(const IOobject& io)

:

dynamicFvMesh(io),

movingMeshCoeffs_
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(

IOdictionary

(

IOobject

(

"dynamicMeshDict",

io.time().constant(),

*this,

IOobject::MUST_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

)

).subDict(typeName + "Coeffs")

),

subset1Mesh_

(

IOobject

(

"motion",

io.time().constant(),

*this,

IOobject::NO_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

),

*this

),

subset2Mesh_

(

IOobject

(

"motion",

io.time().constant(),

*this,

IOobject::NO_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

),

*this

),

motionPtr_(NULL),

alpha_(readScalar(movingMeshCoeffs_.lookup("alpha")))

{

// Create subset

word set1Name = movingMeshCoeffs_.lookup("set1");

word set2Name = movingMeshCoeffs_.lookup("set2");

cellSet currentSet1

(

IOobject

(

set1Name,

io.time().constant(),

polyMesh::meshSubDir/"sets",

*this,

IOobject::MUST_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE
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)

);

cellSet currentSet2

(

IOobject

(

set2Name,

io.time().constant(),

polyMesh::meshSubDir/"sets",

*this,

IOobject::MUST_READ,

IOobject::NO_WRITE

)

);

subset1Mesh_.setLargeCellSubset(currentSet1, -1);

subset2Mesh_.setLargeCellSubset(currentSet2, -1);

// Create motion solver on the subset

motionPtr_ = motionSolver::New(subset1Mesh_.subMesh());

// Read motion under-relaxation

if (alpha_ < 0 || alpha_ > 1.0)

{

FatalErrorIn

(

"hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh::hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh"

"(const IOobject& io)"

) << "Ill-defined motion under-relaxation: "

<< "should be between 0 and 1."

<< " Alpha = " << alpha_ << abort(FatalError);

}

}

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Destructor * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

Foam::hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh::~hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh()

{}

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Member Functions * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

const Foam::fvMeshSubset& Foam::hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh::subset1Mesh() const

{

return subset1Mesh_;

}

const Foam::fvMeshSubset& Foam::hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh::subset2Mesh() const

{

return subset2Mesh_;

}

//- Update the moving mesh
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bool Foam::hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh::update()

{

pointField p = allPoints(); //- Get copy of mesh points

//- Update the subset2Mesh

pointField subset2Points = subset2Mesh_.subMesh().points();

pointField stationaryPoints = subset2Points;

# include "kinematicModelSubset2.H"

subset2Points.replace

(

vector::X,

stationaryPoints.component(vector::X) + motion.component(vector::X)

);

subset2Points.replace

(

vector::Z,

stationaryPoints.component(vector::Z) + motion.component(vector::Z)

);

//- Map the moving part

const labelList& subset2PointAddr = subset2Mesh_.pointMap();

forAll (subset2Points, subsetI)

{

p[subset2PointAddr[subsetI]] = subset2Points[subsetI];

}

subset2Mesh_.subMesh().movePoints(subset2Points);

//- Move the points of point field of subset 1---------------------------

//- Identify the internal boundary points in the subset1 mesh

label patchIndex = subset1Mesh_.subMesh().boundaryMesh().findPatchID("oldInternalFaces"); //- search the ID of the boundary patch

if (patchIndex < 0)

{

FatalErrorIn("bool hiMultiSubsetMotionSolverFvMesh::update") //- show error when there is negetive patch ID

<< " Patch " << "oldInternalFaces" << "not found. "

<< abort(FatalError);

}

else

{

Info << "The patchID of the internal boundaries are " << patchIndex << endl; //- show the internal boundary patch ID on the list

}

/*
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const labelList& bp = subset1Mesh_.subMesh().boundaryMesh()[patchIndex].meshPoints();

labelList markedPoints(subset1Mesh_.subMesh().nPoints(), 0); //- The points on the subset will be marked with 0

label nBoundaryPoints = 0; //- The number of points on the internal boundary points

forAll (bp, i)

{

markedPoints[bp[i]] = 1; //- mark the points on the internal boundary patch with 1

nBoundaryPoints++; //- calculate the number of boundary points on the internal boundary points

}

*/

// Info << "number of boundary mesh points " << nBoundaryPoints << endl ; //- show the number of boundary points

pointVectorField& pointDisplacement = const_cast<pointVectorField&> //- Define the point field of the domain

(

subset1Mesh_.subMesh().objectRegistry::lookupObject<pointVectorField>

(

"pointDisplacement"

)

);

pointField &subset1BoundaryDis =

refCast<vectorField>(pointDisplacement.boundaryField()[patchIndex]); //- Define the boundary condition for the subset mesh

pointField subset1BoundaryLoc = subset1Mesh_.subMesh().boundaryMesh()[patchIndex].localPoints() ;

// Info << "subset1 boundary Displacement " << subset1BoundaryDis << endl ;

//- set the boundary conditions of the subset1 mesh

pointField stationaryBoundary = subset1BoundaryDis ;

pointField boundaryMotion (subset1BoundaryLoc.size(), vector::zero);

pointField boundaryRotationField

(

(RzCur - RzOld)

& (subset1BoundaryLoc - initialRotationOrigin_)

);

// Info << "boundaryRotationField " << boundaryRotationField << endl ;

boundaryMotion = translationVector + boundaryRotationField;

// Info << "subset1 boundary motion displacement " << subset1BoundaryDis << endl ;

subset1BoundaryDis.replace

(

vector::X,

stationaryBoundary.component(vector::X) + boundaryMotion.component(vector::X)

);

subset1BoundaryDis.replace

(

vector::Z,

stationaryBoundary.component(vector::Z) + boundaryMotion.component(vector::Z)
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);

// Info << "subset1 boundary motion displacement " << subset1BoundaryDis << endl ;

pointField subset1Points = motionPtr_->newPoints();

const labelList& subset1PointAddr = subset1Mesh_.pointMap();

forAll (subset1Points, subsetI)

{

p[subset1PointAddr[subsetI]] = subset1Points[subsetI];

}

subset1Mesh_.subMesh().movePoints(subset1Points);

// move the entire field -----------------------------------------------------------

// Under-relax mesh motion

p = alpha_*p + (1 - alpha_)*allPoints();

fvMesh::movePoints(p);

// Mesh motion only - return false

return false;

}

// ************************************************************************* //
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kinematicModelSubset2.H

pointField motion(subset2Points.size(), vector::zero);

// pointField oldPoints = subset2Points;

scalar oldTime = time().value() - time().deltaT().value();

scalar curTime = time().value();

scalar alphaOld = 0.0;

scalar alphaCur = 0.0;

scalar rotationAmplitude_(0.1);

scalar rotationFrequency_(0.5);

vector translationFrequency_(0.2,0.0,0.2);

vector translationAmplitude_(0.1,0.0,0.1);

vector initialRotationOrigin_(0.0,0.0,0.0);

scalar pi= 3.141592;

alphaOld = rotationAmplitude_*Foam::sin(2*pi*rotationFrequency_*oldTime);

alphaCur = rotationAmplitude_*Foam::sin(2*pi*rotationFrequency_*curTime);

vector translationVector

(

translationAmplitude_[0]*

(

Foam::sin(2*pi*translationFrequency_[0]*curTime)

- Foam::sin(2*pi*translationFrequency_[0]*oldTime)

),

0,

translationAmplitude_[2]*

(

Foam::sin(2*pi*translationFrequency_[2]*curTime)

- Foam::sin(2*pi*translationFrequency_[2]*oldTime)

)

);

tensor RzOld

(

Foam::cos(alphaOld), 0, -Foam::sin(alphaOld),

0, 0, 1,

Foam::sin(alphaOld), 0, Foam::cos(alphaOld)

);

tensor RzCur

(

Foam::cos(alphaCur), 0, -Foam::sin(alphaCur),

0, 0, 1,

Foam::sin(alphaCur), 0, Foam::cos(alphaCur)

);

pointField rotationField

(
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(RzCur - RzOld)

& (stationaryPoints - initialRotationOrigin_)

);

motion = translationVector + rotationField;
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